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Two characterizations of functions whose local minima are global are linked by 
investigating the level sets of limes-arcwise strictly quasiconvex functions. 9 1988 
Academic Press, Inc. 
Standard algorithms in most fields of optimization such as nonlinear 
finite programming, optimal control, and approximation at most can 
approximate local minima of the objective function over the feasible set. 
Therefore, the question of characterizing that family of functionals on a 
metric space M whose local minima are global is of considerable interest. 
There are two main results on this question. In [4, 51 it was proved that 
a real function, defined on a subset M of R”, has the property that every 
local minimum is global if and only if its level sets are images of a lower 
semicontinuous point-to-set mapping. This result can easily be generalized 
to cover metric spaces M. 
More recently, some effort has gone in characterizing functionals whose 
local minima are global by more direct and hopefully more easily verifiable 
properties of f (and M) not explicitly involving level sets. These 
investigations were initiated by Avriel and Zang [ 1 J by introducing 
arcwise quasiconvex functionals, where, however, still some property of the 
level sets was needed, and finally discussed by Horst [2, 31, where it was 
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shown that the essential property off has to be so-called limes-arcwise 
strict quasiconvexity. 
It is the purpose of this note to bring together these two results. First, 
another conceptually very simple property of level sets will be introduced 
that is necessary and sufficient for the local-global statement in question. 
Then a direct proof of the equivalence of this property to lower semi- 
continuity will be given and, finally, limes-arcwise strictly quasiconvex 
functions will be characterized by a related property of their level sets. 
LEVEL SETS OF LIMES-ARCWISE STRICTLY QUASICONVEX FUNCTIONS 
Let M be a metric space and f: M + IR. We introduce the notations 
L(f, <a) := (x E M:f(x) < a), 
L(f, <a) := {XEM:f(x)da}, a(E R. 
Denote by cl A the closure of a set A c M. 
PROPOSITION 1. Every local minimum off on M is a global minimum off 
on M lf and only if for all a E R 
L(f, <a) # @ implies L(f, <a) c cl L(f, <a). 
Proqf Assume that, for all r E R, if L(J; <a) # QI, then 
L(,f, <a) c cl L(f, <x). Let x be a local minimizer of .f on M and set 
x =.f(x). Then we have 
XE L(f, <r) and -T 4 cl Uf, -a. 1, 
since, by definition of a local minimum, there must be a neighbourhood N 
of x with N n L(f, <a) = 0. Therefore, by assumption, we must have 
L(f, <a) = $3. But this obviously shows that x is a global minimizer of .f 
on M. 
Conversely, assume that there exists a E R such that L(f, <a) # 0 and 
L(f,bx) d cl L(f, <r). Every point x in L(f, <a)\clL(f,<a) must be a 
local minimizer off on M. However, since L(f, <a) # 0, x cannot be a 
global minimizer of f of M. Thus, if the condition on level sets in 
Proposition 1 does not hold, then there is a point x wherefattains a local 
but not global minimum. 1 
DEFINITION 1. Consider L(f, < a) as a point-to-set mapping associating 
to every a satisfying L(f, <a) # 0 the subset ,!.(,A <a) of M. Let 
D(f) := {r E R: L( f, <a) # @}. The point-lo-set mapping L(f, <a) is lower 
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semicontinuous (kc) at Cr E D(f) if, for every XE I,(f, <c1) and any 
sequence {ai> c D(f) converging to Cr, there exists a sequence {xi} c M 
converging to x, such that there is an i, E N satisfying xi E L(f, <ai) Vi 2 i,. 
PROPOSITION 2. The point-to-set mapping L(f, <a) is lower semi- 
continuous on D(f) if and only if; for all a~ R, if L(f, <a) # a, then 
L(ft a) = cl L(f; <a). 
Proposition 2 holds since each of the two properties is according to 
Proposition 1 and the results in [4, 51 necessary and sufficient for the same 
local-global statement. We prefer, however, to present a direct proof. 
Proof Let L(f, 6x) be lsc on D(f) and let GIE D(f) satisfy 
L(f, < CI) # ~3. Consider any point XE L(f, 6%). We have to show that 
x E cl L(f, <a), i.e., that x is the limit of a sequence of points x’ E L(f, <E). 
Since L(f, <c1) # 0 there must be a’ < cl and x’ E M satisfying f(x) = a’. 
Hence CI E D(f) Va, a’ < a < Cr, and there is a sequence (ai} c D(f), ai < &, 
ai +(i- m) Cr. But, since L(f, <a) is lsc on D(f), there must be a sequence of 
points x’EM, x~+(;+~, x, xi E L(f, <ai) c L(f, -CC?), i > i,. 
Conversely, assume that for all i E IW,.if L(f, <a) # 0, then L(f, <a) c 
cl L(f, <a). Let CUE [w such that L(f, <@=a but L(f, <@#a; let 
XE L(f; <c1) and aiE D(f) define a sequence satisfying ai + 6.. Then we 
must have ai > Cr Vi and x’= x Vi will fulfill the requirements in the 
definition of lower semicontinuity of L(f, <a) at E 
NOW let Cr E R such that L(f, <tL) # 0 and let .Ic E L(f, <c(). Moreover, let 
{ ai} c D(f) be a sequence converging to t?. 
By assumption, every neighbourhood of X contains a point XE L(f, 4). 
We have to show that there is a sequence {x’} c M converging to X such 
that there is an index i, with X’E L(f, <a,), i> i,, Assume the contrary, i.e., 
that for aN sequences {x’} c M converging to X and all indices i,, there is 
k > i, such that f(x”) > ak. This is only possible iff(.?) = di and if there is a 
neighbourhood N of X such that, for every x E N, we havef(x) >f(?), since 
otherwise it is easy to construct a sequence 
x’+x, Xi E L(f< a,), i2i,. 
This result contradicts the assumption 
L(f, <C) CC1 L(f, <c1). u 
We recall the definition of limes-arcwise strictly quasiconvex functions 
(C31). 
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DEFINITION 2. Let M be a connected, locally arcwise connected metric 
space and f: M -+ R be continuous. Then f is said to be limes-arcwise 
strictly quasiconvex on M, if for every x E M satisfying f(x) <,f( y), there 
exists a sequence { pI,., ;} i E N of arcs from x to y such that 
where t,,, is the first point t E [O, l] with 
~I-.r,,(t) E {z E M:fb) =.f(v)}. 
PROPOSITION 3. f is limes-arcwise strictly quasiconvex lf and only [f it 
satkfies the following two conditions: 
(i) For all a E R such that L(.f, <a) # 0, we haue 
L(f, <-a) = cl L(f, <r). 
(ii) For all tl E R such that L(f, <LX) # 0, we haoe that L(f, <a) is 
arcwise connected. 
Proof: Let f be limes-arcwise strictly quasiconvex. Then it was shown in 
[ 31 that every local minimum off on M is global, hence, by Proposition 1, 
we have (i). 
Suppose that L(f, <c1) # 0. Note that, by continuity off, L(f, <a) is 
open. If f is constant on M, then L(f, <c() = M is an open connected, 
locally arcwise connected set and hence arcwise connected. 
Otherwise, let x, y E L(f, <c(), x fy. If f (x) <f(y) then by Definition 2 
and continuity off, there must be an arc from x to y contained in L(,J c(x). 
If f(x) = f(y), then there must be a z eL(f, <a), f(z)#f(x), since f is not 
constant on M. Then, similarly to the case f(x) <f(y), we conclude that 
there must be two arcs from z to x and z to y or from x to z and y to z 
contained in L(f, <a). The union of the images of these two arcs then 
clearly defines an arc from x to y contained in L(f, -=zz). 
Conversely, suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) hold. Let x, ye M 
satisfying f (.u) <f(y). Obviously, y cannot be a global minimizer off on 
M, hence, by (i), y cannot be a local minimizer off on M. Therefore, there 
exists a sequence {z”} c M such that f(x) <f (9) <f(y) Vn, and ? -+ ~1. 
Let c1 =,f(y). By virtue of (ii), for all n, we have an arcp, from x to 2” 
contained in L(f, <IX). Since M is locally arcwise connected, there must be 
an n, such that for n > n, there is an arc j5, from Z” to y. Let p, be the arc 
from x to y defined via the union of the images of p, and p,, n 3 n,. Then, 
since Z” -+ x as n -+ w an p, c,L(f, <IX), the sequence of arcs P,,, n 2 n,, has 
the property required in Definition 2, hence f is limes-arcwise strictly 
quasiconvex. 1 
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